
Press release
FlexiPDF 2022 released: New version of the popular "PDF word
processor" with ribbons, automatic translation, digital signatures and
document comparison

September 21, 2021 – The Nuremberg-based software manufacturer SoftMaker is releasing the latest
version 2022 of its PDF editor FlexiPDF today. In addition to a completely new ribbon interface in the style
of modern Office programs, the "PDF word processor" offers numerous new features such as automatic
translation, digital signatures and document comparison of two PDF files.

In summary:
The PDF editor FlexiPDF 2022 for Windows is now available.
PDF editing as with a word processor: changing text and formatting, inserting images and drawings,
page operations, etc., across paragraphs and pages
Completely new ribbon user interface in the style of a modern Office application
Numerous new features including automatic translation, extended document comparison, digital
signatures, among many others
Available either as a one-time purchase or subscription version

With FlexiPDF 2022 released today, the Nuremberg-based software manufacturer SoftMaker is living up to
its reputation of offering the only "word processor for PDF files" on the market. While previous versions
already enabled PDF text to be easily edited across paragraphs and pages, the new version now closes the
last gap and also adapts the user interface to the style of modern Office applications. Users can now use the
new ribbon interface to easily switch seamlessly between "classic" Office programs and the PDF editor.
Commands can be found in familiar locations, which ensures ease of use for both new users and for those
switching from previous versions.

Just as a word processor not only edits the text, but also all other design elements of a document, FlexiPDF
2022 also covers all other aspects of PDF editing and provides all page operations from adding pages and
changing their order to removing them; objects such as images and drawings can be inserted, repositioned
and deleted as desired; comments can be inserted and highlighting can be applied. Even a "Track Changes"
feature for text changes is integrated. In short: FlexiPDF 2022 leaves nothing to be desired in terms of
editing PDF files.

Numerous new features
The range of functions has been significantly extended once again with the 2022 version. The insertion of
digital signatures makes documents created with FlexiPDF "official", the extended comparison function
automatically highlights differences between PDF documents, and the new translation function
automatically translates entire PDF pages into numerous languages – while retaining their original layout. In
addition, there are numerous functional improvements and convenient features. Thus, fans of dark user
interfaces will now also get their money's worth with FlexiPDF as, in addition to a light version with elegant
blue touches of color, the software offers a dark ribbon color scheme that is easy on the eyes – as well as a
minimalist user interface style without accent colors.

Martin Kotulla, Managing Director of SoftMaker: "Thanks to our decades of experience in the area of Office
software, FlexiPDF 2022 has now enabled us to offer a user experience for editing PDF files that is every bit



as good as that of a modern Office suite. We are looking forward to showing users that FlexiPDF 2022
makes PDF editing as easy as working with a word processor."

Available either as a one-time purchase or subscription version
FlexiPDF Professional 2022 for Windows is available for €/US$ 79.95 directly from the manufacturer and in
stores. The subscription versions FlexiPDF NX Home and FlexiPDF NX Universal are available from the
manufacturer's shop at www.softmaker.com for€/US$ 29.90 and €/US$ 39.90 respectively per year. Existing
customers can obtain the software at low upgrade prices.

A free trial version can be downloaded from the SoftMaker website at www.softmaker.com.

About SoftMaker
Since its foundation in 1987, SoftMaker has been developing Office software: word processing software
(TextMaker), spreadsheet software (PlanMaker) and presentation graphics (SoftMaker Presentations). The
"flagship" product SoftMaker Office is available for Windows, Mac, Linux and Android. The outstanding
features of SoftMaker software are ease of use, enormous compatibility with Microsoft Office and speed –
these features coupled with fair prices constitute an unbeatable combination. SoftMaker’s second
productivity application is FlexiPDF, a PDF editor that makes editing PDF files as easy as working with a word
processor. FlexiPDF offers the full functionality of a high-end PDF editing solution but without the high
price. High-quality computer fonts constitute SoftMaker’s third mainstay. The two product lines MegaFont
and infiniType enable general end users as well as professional designers, printers and publishers to obtain
font libraries of the highest quality.

For more information, please contact:
SoftMaker Software GmbH
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